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a b s t r a c t

Time series are often presented graphically, and forecasters often judgmentally extrapo-
late graphically presented data. However, graphs come in many different formats: here,
we examine the effect of format when non-experts make forecasts from data presented
as bar charts, line graphs, and point graphs. In four web-based experiments with over
4000 participants, we elicited judgmental forecasts for eight points that followed a
trended time series containing 50 points. Forecasts were lower for bar charts relative
to either line or point graphs. Factors potentially affecting these format effects were
investigated: We found that the intensity of shading had no effect on forecasts and
that using horizontal stepped lines led to higher forecasts than bars. We also found
that participants added more noise to their forecasts for bars than for points, leading to
worse performance overall. These findings suggest that format significantly influences
judgmental time series forecasts.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of International Institute of
Forecasters. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Forecasting almost always involves some degree of
uman judgment. This involvement can occur at different
evels: Sometimes at the high level of choosing an appro-
riate model to provide statistical forecasts (Petropoulos,
ourentzes, Nikolopoulos, & Siemsen, 2018), frequently at
he intermediate level of adjusting the output of statistical
orecasting software to account for contextual knowledge
e.g., Fildes, Goodwin, Lawrence, & Nikolopoulos, 2009),
nd still often at the lowest level of making forecasts
sing unaided judgment (Fildes & Goodwin, 2007; Fildes
Petropoulos, 2015).
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Although human judgmental forecasting has an advan-
tage over statistical forecasts by considering a wide range
of background information and previous experience, it
also introduces a range of well-documented biases. These
include trend damping, where forecasters make predic-
tions that are closer to the last observation than they
should be given the underlying trend (e.g., Andreassen
& Kraus, 1990; Harvey, 1995; Harvey & Reimers, 2013;
Lawrence & Makridakis, 1989; O’Connor, Remus, & Griggs,
1997), misjudgments of serial dependence (Bolger & Har-
vey, 1993; Reimers & Harvey, 2011), and attempts to
make forecasts look representative of the existing time se-
ries by adding noise (Harvey, 1995). (For reviews of judg-
mental effects in forecasting, see Bolger & Harvey, 1998;
Goodwin & Wright, 1993, 1994; Harvey, 2007; Lawrence,
Goodwin, O’Connor, & Önkal, 2006)

Research has also examined how some of these appar-
ent biases may be affected by the way in which time series
information is conveyed to the forecaster. This includes
ffect of graph format on judgmental forecasting. International Journal of

rnational Institute of Forecasters. This is an open access article under
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he relative merits of presenting data in graphical or tabu-
ar format (Desanctis & Jarvenpaa, 1989; Harvey & Bolger,
996) and, recently, the precise format in which graphical
nformation is presented (Theocharis, Smith, & Harvey,
019). This research draws on a large body of cognitive
sychology research on graphical comprehension (for re-
iews, see Pinker, 1990; Shah & Hoeffner, 2002; Speier,
006), which has mapped much of the way in which
resentational format can affect cognitive representation.
This paper examines the effects of three common

resentation formats on unaided judgmental forecasting,
pecifically bar graphs, line graphs, and point graphs. Our
rimary argument is that if the same time series data
resented in different formats leads to different forecasts,
t is important to understand how and why the format
as these effects. Before describing the four experiments,
e review the literature – first, the cognitive psychology

iterature on non-forecasting graph comprehension, and
hen the more limited research on presentational effects
n forecasting.

.1. Format effects in graph comprehension

Graphs are used to communicate information suc-
inctly and ergonomically in almost all domains where
uantitative data are produced. Where data are complex,
r the conceptualization of relationships among variables
s important, graphs are substantially more effective at
onveying information than numerical tables (e.g., Meyer,
hamo, & Gopher, 1999; Schonlau & Peters, 2012; Vessey
Galletta, 1991).
The perceptual, cognitive, and pragmatic processes un-

erlying the interpretation of graphical information have
een studied in several different areas (for reviews, see
inker, 1990; Shah & Hoeffner, 2002; Speier, 2006). It is
lear from many studies that the format in which graph-
cal information is presented is not neutral – different
ormats affect the perception, interpretation, and recall of
he data.

Some key themes on the effects of format emerge from
xisting research. The first concerns the difference be-
ween continuous representations like lines and discrete
epresentations like bar charts. Shah and Hoeffner note
hat ‘‘a set of points may be more likely to be grouped
hen they are connected by a line than when they are
nconnected in a bar graph’’ (p. 50). Zacks and Tversky
1999) reported that, even for graphs that contain just two
bservations, participants were more likely to describe a
elationship between x and y variables as being continu-
us if a line graph was used than if a bar chart was used.
n some cases, this even applied to dichotomous variables.
or example, some participants shown line graphs with
he gender on the x-axis against height described the
elationship as ‘‘The more male a person is, the taller
e/she is’’ (Zacks & Tversky, 1999, p. 148).
It is also clear that when data are presented as line

raphs, participants attend more to the effects of the vari-
ble shown on the x-axis than the variable shown across
eparate lines. Carpenter and Shah (1998) found that in
howing the effect of two binary factors (room tempera-
ure [low, high] and noise level [low, high]) on a depen-

ent variable (exam score), the factor presented on the

2

x-axis was seen as much more salient. In contrast, the fac-
tor presented across separate lines was rarely mentioned.
However, here again, graph format mattered: where exam
scores in the different conditions were shown as bars
rather than lines, participants were much more likely to
mention the effects of both variables (Shah and Shellham-
mer, cited in Shah & Hoeffner, 2002). Bar and line graphs
also appear to have differing effects on identifying and
interpreting trends within a time series dataset. Simcox
(1984) had participants evaluate a series of bar and line
graphs and indicate whether or not they were sharply
increasing. He found that line graphs required a steeper
gradient to be classified as sharply increasing relative to
identical data presented as bar charts. In other words,
trends appeared sharper when presented as bar charts
than line charts. This suggests that chart format affects the
identification of trends within a time series, suggesting
that extrapolation of those trends in forecasting tasks
might also be affected.

1.2. Format effects in judgmental forecasting

In their review of 25 years of research on judgmental
forecasting, Lawrence et al. (2006) note that the way
information is displayed can affect forecasts. Research has
primarily been limited to a comparison between graphs
and tables. For example, Harvey and Bolger (1996) found
that, for un-trended series, forecasts based on graphi-
cal information were less accurate than those that pre-
sented the same data in tabular format. However, the
opposite was observed for trended series: forecasts were
more accurate for graphical than tabular presentations.
In the latter case, the difference in error was due to
participants’ gross underestimation of trends presented in
tables, possibly the result of anchoring to existing values.

Similarly, equivocal findings have been reported by
Desanctis and Jarvenpaa (1989), who found an advan-
tage in forecasting accuracy for data presented as graphs,
or graphs and tables, over tables alone, but only after
several trials’ practice. Overall, the evidence appears to
show that, as Lawrence et al. (2006) describe it: ‘‘Trends
are better estimated from a graphical presentation, but
these seem to encourage inconsistency and overforecast-
ing when compared to tabular format’’ (p.498).

Perhaps one reason why the evidence concerning the
relative merits of graphs and tables is less than clear-cut
is that the superiority of graphs depends on the type of
graph used. As we saw earlier, the processing of graphs
depends on several features that can be fairly arbitrarily
chosen when designing graphical displays. We examine
what is probably the most salient and best-understood
feature here, the format of the graph, specifically whether
time series data are presented using bar graphs, line
graphs, or point graphs.

From the literature on graphical perception, we would
expect these different formats to be processed in subtly
different ways. For example, line charts tend to empha-
size the continuity of trends, whereas bar charts suggest
discrete events (Zacks & Tversky, 1999).

With specific reference to forecasting, however, we

might expect an extra set of phenomena to influence
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rend extrapolation. One informal explanation is that
oints encourage the fitting of an approximate trend
ine, which is then extrapolated. In contrast, bars de-
mphasize the underlying trend and draw attention to
he noise. Furthermore, it seems clear that there is an
symmetry with bars, not present in lines and points,
hich emphasizes the area beneath the top of the bars
ver the area above them.
Tversky, Zacks, Lee, and Heiser (2000) note that al-

hough purists argue sensibly for lines to represent con-
inuous data and bars to represent discrete data, partici-
ants in experiments ‘‘use bars and lines consistently but
ccording to a different principle. Bars are closed forms
nd can be viewed as containers; they enclose one kind
f thing, separating that kind of thing from other kinds
f things’’ (p. 224), and argue that using bars for discrete
elationships and lines for trends is intuitive. In our ex-
erience, professional forecasting software and most time
eries data use line graphs. However, newspapers, media
ebsites, overviews of company and financial product
erformance, and other domains in which time series
re regularly presented use an inconsistent mix of line
nd bar graphs. Indeed, it is not always clear when a
ariable should be treated as continuous and therefore
hown as a line or discrete. For example, annual sales
igures for several years represent a practically continuous
ariable but one that has been grouped into discrete time
lices. On the other hand, variables that have a constantly
luctuating instantaneous value, such as exchange rates or
tock prices, are almost always shown as line graphs (even
hough the line graphs rarely show the continuous data
ut instead depict samples taken at regular intervals).
n this case, it would be inappropriate to represent the
ata using bar charts, which would give the impression
f discrete events.
One phenomenon that potentially explains why fore-

asts may be different for bar graphs versus other graphs
s the within-the-bar effect. Newman and Scholl (2012)
resented participants with graphs containing a single bar
howing the mean of a sample. They asked them to rate
he likelihood that a point a certain distance from the top
f the bar would come from the distribution depicted by
he bar. They found that points above the top of the bar
ere rated as less likely to come from the distribution
han those an equal distance below the top (and hence
n the shaded area within the bar). The authors con-
rolled for various potential explanations, such as biases
owards higher elevations, and argued that the asym-
etry occurred because the way the bar was perceived

ed participants to erroneously judge a point within the
nclosed, shaded bar area as being more likely to come
rom the distribution. We know of a single study that
as examined something similar to the within-the-bar
ffect in trended data. Correll and Heer (2017) asked
articipants to adjust a best-fit function to a series of
00 data points presented either as a point graph, a line
raph, or a line graph with the area below the line filled
to mimic the asymmetry of the within-the-bar effect).
s well as finding that increased noise in the series led
o worse performance, they found that estimated best-
it lines for area charts were lower than those for line
3

charts. Although this study did not use a forecasting task,
it suggests that forecasting may also be affected by format
similarly.

The only study we know of that directly tested the
effects of format on forecasting was that of Theocharis
et al. (2019), who examined forecasting to real time series
of annual hurricane frequencies. Across a series of differ-
ent forecasting tasks, they found that forecasts using line
graphs showed more serial dependence than those using
point graphs, with forecasts closer to the last observation
for lines than points. They argued that connecting point
observations with lines created a sense of interconnec-
tion, which increased the effect of the last observations
on the forecast.

1.3. Rationale

A large body of work in the judgmental forecasting
literature has pointed to unaided forecasts being system-
atically biased in several increasingly well-documented
ways. A separate body of work on graph comprehension
suggests that the format of graphs can strongly influence
how they are perceived. However, there is very little work
on the extent to which graph format affects judgmental
forecasting. We aim to fill that gap here with a series
of experiments in which participants make forecasts to
identical time series presented as bar graphs, line graphs,
and point graphs. We then examine potential mechanisms
by which these differences may occur by separately ma-
nipulating factors like format, shading, and gradient of
connecting lines.

We predict that:
H1: (a) Forecasts using bars will be lower than those

using lines or points, and (b) the effect of the format will
increase with a more distant time horizon.

H2: Participants will add more noise to forecasts using
bars than those using lines or points.

We test these predictions in Experiments 1a and 1b.
Experiments 2 and 3 investigate the underlying mecha-
nisms behind the results obtained in Experiment 1.

2. Experiment 1a

Here we examine whether judgmental forecasts of
naïve forecasters are affected by the way format in which
time-series graphs are displayed. We use five different
functions and two levels of normally distributed noise in
a between-participants design. Although we use multiple
functions, this is primarily to ensure that results are not
specific to a single function type and to give an initial
sense of how variable any format effects might be across
different types of time series. We make no theoretical pre-
dictions about how function type might interact with the
other independent variables. Although we report inter-
actions involving function, we focus on the theoretically
motivated analyses of format effects.
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Fig. 1. The three formats used in Experiments 1a and 1b. The left panel shows a decelerating, high-noise function in Bars format; The middle panel
shows a steep linear high-noise function in Point format; The right panel shows a decelerating, low-noise function in Lines format.
2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
A total of 1069 participants were recruited using the

points scheme (www.ipoints.co.uk), an internet reward
cheme that allows members to collect points to exchange
or things like CDs, electronic equipment, and shopping
ouchers. Participants were paid 40 ipoints (with a trade-
n value of around 15p, $0.25) for completing the two-
inute experiment. The 50 participants whose forecasts
ere closest to the noiseless trend line in MAE were
warded a further 75 ipoints, and the participant whose
orecast was closest received a bonus of 1000 points

aterials. The trend functions used were a subset of those
sed in previous research (e.g., Harvey & Reimers, 2013).
hese trends were designed so that the observation of the
ime series was in the same position in the middle of the
-axis on the graph, which had a height of 700 pixels.1
hey were as follows:
Decelerating: y = 50 + 300 (x/ 50)0.4
Accelerating: y = 50 + 300 (x/ 50)1.5
Shallow Linear y = 200 + 300 (0.5x/ 50)
Medium Linear y = 125 + 300 (0.75x/ 50)
Steep Linear y = 50 + 300 (x/ 50)
Time series were presented in three formats: bar

raphs, line graphs, and point graphs. Examples of these
ormats are shown in Fig. 1 (a full set of stimulus types
s given in Supplementary Materials S3). As described
elow, random noise was added to each function for each
articipant.

.1.2. Design
The experiment was conducted between participants

o avoid trial-to-trial carryover effects (see
arvey & Reimers, 2013) and to avoid making the ex-
erimental manipulations obvious to participants. There
ere three between-participant factors: function (5 lev-
ls: Shallow Linear, Medium Linear, Steep Linear, Nega-
ively Accelerated, Positively Accelerated), Gaussian noise

1 In Experiments 1 and 2 there was an inadvertent vertical shift
of 10 pixels to time series positions. This affected all conditions, so is
unlikely to have had any effect on the pattern of results.
4

(2 levels: Low [M = 0, SD = 3] and High [M = 0, SD =

10]), and format (3 levels: Bars, Lines, Points). This gave a
total of 30 cells. Participants were randomly allocated to
one of the 30 cells.

2.1.3. Procedure
The experiment was coded in Flash (Reimers & Stew-

art, 2007, 2015) and run online. Participants received an
email inviting them to take part by following a link to
the URL at which the experiment was hosted. At the start
of the experiment, participants were given the following
instructions:

You’ll take the role of an advisor to a company.
You’ll see the company’s sales figures for the past
50 sales periods. Your job is to make your forecast
for the next 8 sales periods as accurately as you
can. You do this by clicking on the lines just beyond
the existing sales figures. By using your judgment
based on the existing trend, you should be able
to make a fairly accurate prediction. There are no
tricks here - the trend you see is based on real
trends seen in business forecasting.
As an incentive, there are bonuses for being in the
top 50 respondents who make the most accurate
forecasts, and an overall 1000-ipoint prize for the
most accurate response overall.

Next, participants gave their email addresses (to allow
payment) along with their age, gender and education.
They then completed the forecasting task, being shown
a time series of 50 observations and generating the next
eight observations by clicking to the right of the existing
series. Participants clicked in the vertical space following
the 50 points, and a bar, line, or point appeared where
they had clicked. The bar’s position, line, or point could
be changed by clicking again in a different location. For
participants in the line condition, each time they added a
forecast, the software running the experiment joined the
forecast to forecasts on either side if any were present
with a line. The eight points to be forecasted could be
entered in any order. Once participants had made all
eight forecasts and were happy with them, they pressed

a ‘submit’ button to proceed.

http://www.ipoints.co.uk
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Fig. 2. Mean forecasts for the five trend functions, collapsing across noise, in Experiments 1a and 1b (Left to Right: Shallow Linear, Medium Linear,
Steep Linear, Decelerating, Accelerating), for upward (Top Panel) and downward (Bottom Panel) trends. Point means are given (Bars: Red, Lines:
Green, Points: Blue), and violin plots show the distribution of responses from left to right for bars, lines, and points. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2.2. Results

Overall, 33% of participants were female, and 67% were
ale; the median age was 45 years old (IQR: 18 years).
s data were relatively noisy, we removed outlying fore-
asts in the same way for all experiments reported here,
method identical to that previously used (Harvey &
eimers, 2013). This was an iterative procedure in which
ny of the eight forecasts that lay more than two in-
erquartile ranges below the lower quartile or above the
pper quartile for their condition led to the removal of
hat participant from the final analysis. After outlier re-
oval, the procedure was repeated until no further par-

icipants were removed. This process aimed to remove
articipants who were not attempting to make accurate
orecasts, for example, by clicking on regions of the screen
earest the ‘Next’ button, but retain participants whose
ttempts were genuine, even if they were internally noisy
r inaccurate. The general pattern of results was not par-
icularly sensitive to outlier removal: If outliers were not
emoved and all data were included in the analysis, the
ffects became substantially weaker, but the interaction
etween graph format and time horizon, and general find-
ng of lower forecasts to bars remained. See Supplemen-
ary Materials S1 for a complete comparison of different
utlier removal strategies. See Supplementary Materials
2 for tables of means for each cell across all experi-
ents reported here. Raw data and analysis scripts, which
llow comparison between trimmed and non-trimmed
nalyses, are archived at: https://osf.io/ztx4c/?view_only=
c21a2ff2a5f40f789d4214e1f5256b5.
After iteratively removing outliers, data from 856 par-

icipants remained in the analysis. The pattern of raw
orecasts across the five functions and three formats can
e seen in the top row of Fig. 2. The number of par-
icipants in each of the 30 cells varied from 15 to 37
5

(median = 28.5). First, we subjected the data to the
mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with three between-
participant variables (Function, Noise, Format) and one
within-participant variable (Time Horizon). Here, and in
later experiments, where sphericity was violated, we used
the Greenhouse–Geisser method to correct the degrees of
freedom, hence the non-integer degrees of freedom for
some analyses. We report generalized eta-squared as a
measure of effect size here and throughout (Olejnik &
Algina, 2003).

The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 1.
An interaction between format and time horizon arose
because the effects of format increased with time horizon.
Further analysis showed a significant effect of format at all
levels of the time horizon (Fs = 6.83 – 20.4, η2

G = .016 –
.047), and at all levels, the same rank ordering (bars below
lines below points) was observed. Therefore, the main
effect of format was unsurprisingly significant (Table 1).
Tukey tests showed a significant difference between all
three formats (ps = .002 – <.001) with forecasts using
bars lowest, lines next, and points highest. Other effects
reported in Table 1 arose because forecasts and how they
changed with time horizon varied, unsuprisingly, with
function type and noise level.

Next, we wanted to examine whether participants
added more noise to their forecasts in some conditions
than others. This analysis ignores the data’s actual trend
and focuses on the amount of variability in participants’
responses. To calculate this, we took each participant’s
forecasts for the eight levels of time horizon. We fitted a
regression to them with linear and quadratic components,
using the root mean square error (RMSE) to measure the
amount of noise added to forecasts.2

2 In much judgmental forecasting research, RMSE is used to com-
pare participant forecasts to the underlying trend line, as a normative

https://osf.io/ztx4c/?view_only=dc21a2ff2a5f40f789d4214e1f5256b5
https://osf.io/ztx4c/?view_only=dc21a2ff2a5f40f789d4214e1f5256b5
https://osf.io/ztx4c/?view_only=dc21a2ff2a5f40f789d4214e1f5256b5
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Table 1
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 1a.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 4, 826 55.4 <.001 .16
Format 2, 826 20.4 <.001 .03
Noise 1, 826 0.40 .527 <.001
Function x Format 8, 826 1.36 .213 .01
Function x Noise 4, 826 4.49 .001 .02
Format x Noise 2, 826 1.91 .149 .003
Function x Format x Noise 8, 826 0.84 .568 .006
Time Horizon 3.2, 2602 1200 <.001 .30
Function x Time Horizon 12.6, 2602 31.1 <.001 .04
Format x Time Horizon 6.3, 2602 6.43 <.001 .004
Noise x Time Horizon 3.2, 2602 0.99 .397 <.001
Function x Format x Time Horizon 25.2, 2602 0.62 .93 .002
Function x Noise x Time Horizon 12.6, 2602 4.56 <.001 .006
Format x Noise x Time Horizon 6.3, 2602 1.44 .194 .001
Function x Format x Noise x Time Horizon 25.2, 2602 0.95 .536 .003
Table 2
Summary of effects and interactions on RMSE to individual forecasts across the time horizon.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Format 2, 826 5.48 .004 .013
Function 4, 826 0.96 .427 .005
Noise 1, 826 493 <.001 .374
Format x Function 8, 826 2.05 .038 .019
Format x Noise 2, 826 6.69 .001 .016
Function x Noise 4, 826 0.30 .880 .001
Format x Function x Noise 8, 826 1.76 .082 .017
We used RMSE as our dependent variable in a 3-
factor ANOVA (Format, Noise, Function Type), with results
summarized in Table 2. There was an interaction between
noise and format, which appears to be the result of the
difference between the noisiness of forecasts in low and
high noise conditions being larger for bars than lines or
points. Looking at the effects of format at each level of
noise, in the low noise condition there was no evidence
of a format effect, F (2, 439) = 2.09, p = .125, η2

G =

.009, but for the high noise condition it was very clear,
F (2, 387) = 6.31, p = .002, η2

G = .032. There was also
an interaction between format and function type. Still,
there was no significant effect of format at any individual
level of function type, presumably because of the reduced
power of examining each level in isolation.

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using a Tukey test
showed that RMSE was significantly higher with the Bars
format than the Points format (p = .003), suggesting that
participants added more noise to their forecasts in the
Bars condition. There was no difference between Bars and
Lines (p = .11) and Lines and Points (p = .34)

These results suggest that when people make fore-
casts using bar graphs, they make lower predictions than
those made to the line and point graphs with the same

measure of accuracy. Note that the measure here is different: It is a
fit to participants’ own forecasts, and does not attempt to compare
with a normative baseline. As such it is a relatively pure measure of
variability across participants’ eight point forecasts – at the extreme,
eight forecasts on a straight line or quadratic curve would have zero
RMSE.
6

data. There are two potential explanations: an absolute
effect – participants just forecast lower with bars what-
ever trend they are asked to extrapolate; or a damping
effect – participants damp trends more when using bar
charts, drawing their forecasts towards the horizontal. As
Experiment 1a used only trends with positive gradients,
increased damping would lead to overall lower forecasts.
To choose between these two accounts, Experiment 1b
replicates Experiment 1a using mirror-image downward
trends. With downward trends, increased damping for
bars would lead to higher rather than lower forecasts.

3. Experiment 1b

3.1. Method

Experiment 1b used a very similar design to Experi-
ment 1, except that functions were flipped horizontally,
meaning that all functions were now downward trends.

3.1.1. Participants
A total of 1063 participants, recruited as in Experiment

1a from the ipoints panel, completed the experiment.
No participants who had completed Experiment 1a were
allowed to take part in Experiment 1b.

3.2. Results

Overall, 65% of participants were female, and 34% were
male; the median age was 40 years old (IQR: 20 years).
After removing outliers using the same process as in
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Table 3
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 1b.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 4, 753 13.3 <.001 .048
Format 2, 753 12.9 <.001 .024
Noise 1, 753 9.06 .003 .009
Function x Format 8, 753 1.30 .242 .010
Function x Noise 4, 753 0.47 .754 .002
Format x Noise 2, 753 1.91 .148 .004
Function x Format x Noise 8, 753 2.76 .005 .021
Time Horizon 2.2, 1663 334 <.001 .111
Function x Time Horizon 8.8, 1663 7.08 <.001 .010
Format x Time Horizon 4.4, 1663 1.93 .095 .001
Noise x Time Horizon 2.2, 1663 1.57 .205 <.001
Function x Format x Time Horizon 17.7, 1663 0.78 .729 .002
Function x Noise x Time Horizon 8.8, 1663 1.48 .153 .002
Format x Noise x Time Horizon 4.4, 1663 0.47 .774 <.001
Function x Format x Noise x Time Horizon 17.7, 1663 1.75 .027 .005
Table 4
Summary of effects and interactions on RMSE to individual forecasts across the time horizon.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Format 2, 753 8.41 <.001 .022
Function 4, 753 0.61 .655 .003
Noise 1, 753 344 ≤.001 .314
Format x Function 8, 753 1.40 .192 .015
Format x Noise 2, 753 4.74 .009 .012
Function x Noise 4, 753 2.45 .045 .013
Format x Function x Noise 8, 753 1.26 .262 .013
Experiment 1a, data from 783 participants entered the
analysis. As before, we subjected the data to a mixed
ANOVA with three between-participant variables (Func-
tion, Noise, Format) and one within-participant variable
(Time Horizon).

The results of the ANOVA are given in Table 3. This
ime there was no interaction between Format and Time
orizon, and the effect of format can be seen in its main
ffect. Tukey posthoc tests showed that forecasts with
ars were significantly lower than those with points or
ines (ps <.001), but there was no significant difference
etween lines and points. Other effects reported in Table 3
rose because forecasts and how they changed with time
orizon varied with function type and noise level.
Next, we looked at RMSE to a quadratic fit across the

ight levels of the time horizon to examine the amount of
oise participants added to their forecasts (Table 4). There
ere main effects of Format and Noise. As in the previous
xperiment, post hoc pairwise comparisons using a Tukey
est showed that RMSE was significantly higher with the
ars format than the Points format (p < .001), suggesting

that participants added more noise to their forecasts in
the Bars condition. There was an interaction between
Format and Noise. As in Experiment 1a, in the low noise
condition, there was no evidence of a Format effect, F(2,
409) = 0.71, p = .491, η2

G = .003, but for the high noise
condition, it was evident, F(2, 344) = 7.24, p < .001, η2

G =

.040.3

3 We do not report analyses around adding noise for subsequent
experiments that used only lines and bars, as they are tangential to
the paper’s aims, but the general pattern of results was of minimal dif-
ferences in RMSE between line and bar formats, and highly significant
effects of noise where two levels of noise were used.
7

As with Experiment 1a, the main finding from these
analyses is that forecasts were lower with bars than with
points or lines, implying that forecasts are generally lower
with bars rather than solely damped more. It is, however,
clear from comparing participants’ judgments to the trend
lines in Fig. 2 that in all conditions, trend damping occurs.

3.3. Discussion

Experiments 1a and 1b showed that participants made
lower predictions when forecasting using bar graphs than
either line or point graphs, supporting H1a. This tendency
was seen for both upward (Experiment 1a) and downward
(Experiment 1b) trends, so it cannot be accounted for by
assuming that damping increases when people forecast
using bars. In Experiment 1a, there was an interaction be-
tween Format and Time Horizon, with forecasts using bars
becoming increasingly lower with increasing time horizon
(see Fig. 2); however, no similar interaction was found
for downward trends in Experiment 1b. This pattern gives
partial support for H1b. As well as making lower forecasts
with bars, participants added more noise to their forecasts
with bars, as captured by RMSE to a best-fit regression
function through participants’ forecasts, supporting H2.
We also found clear evidence of trend damping for both
upward and downward trends (see Fig. 2).

Whether these findings make bar charts unsuited for
forecasting is an open question. It is inappropriate to
add noise to forecasts – error is minimized by extrap-
olating the underlying trend rather than attempting to
match the noisy appearance of the time series. Neverthe-
less, it is established that people do this (Harvey, 1995).
One potential interpretation is that bar charts appear to

draw attention to the variability around the underlying
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Fig. 3. Examples of shading manipulation used in Experiments 2a and 2b.
trend, thereby increasing people’s tendency to add the
noise they perceive to be present in the series to their
forecasts. If this were the case, their forecasts would be
less accurate with bars. On the other hand, the general
effect of finding lower forecasts using bars may or may
not be desirable, depending on the context. This is il-
lustrated by the fact that for upward trends, forecasts
using bars showed more directional error, as measured
by mean deviation from the extrapolated trend line, com-
pared to lines and points. However, forecasts with bars
showed less directional error for downward trends than
lines and points. This is readily understandable by consid-
ering the effects of trend damping, which was observed
in all format conditions. As discussed above and shown
in Fig. 2, forecasters engage in trend damping: they act
as if they perceive the trend in the series to be less
than it is, and, as a result, their forecasts are drawn
towards the horizontal. For upward trends, this means
that forecasters underestimate future outcomes and that
using bar charts leads to an even greater underestima-
tion the future trends. Conversely, for downward trends,
trend damping means that forecasts overestimate future
outcomes. In these latter circumstances, using bar charts
corrects some of this damping by lowering forecasts. Bar
charts might also be useful for improving forecasts where
participants are prone to optimism biases (Harvey and
Reimers, 2013, Figure 10). For example, Fildes et al. (2009)
analyzed 60,000 forecast triples (initial statistical fore-
casts, judgmentally adjusted final forecasts, outcomes)
obtained from four supply-chain companies. They found
that ‘‘positive adjustments, which involved adjusting the
forecast upwards, were much less likely to improve accu-
racy than negative adjustments. They were also made in
the wrong direction more frequently, suggesting a gen-
eral bias towards optimism’’ (p. 3). If these inappropriate
upward adjustments reflect optimism, it is possible that
presenting demand planners with sales series and statis-
tical forecasts in a bar format would reduce this bias and
thereby decrease damaging upward adjustments.

Having shown in two experiments that forecasts are
lower when forecasting with bars, we now attempt to
investigate the causes of these effects and the factors that
modulate them. We address these issues in two further
experiments. One potential explanation is the asymmetry
in bar graphs – the area below the observation is shaded
and marked as important, and attention is drawn to that
area. In line graphs, the region below the line is the same

color as above. As such, bar charts tend to draw attention

8

to the region of the chart that lies below the observed
data, and this may bias people toward responding in that
region. For example, if participants’ attention was drawn
to the center of the bar or stochastically to a random
position within the bar, that would represent a low an-
chor (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Through insufficient
adjustment or localized activation (Chapman & Johnson,
1999), this would be expected to lead to lower forecasts.

This precise explanation is speculative. However, it
could be that the more salient the area under a chart is,
the more people will tend to make lower forecasts. Exper-
iment 2 looked at both line and bar graphs, manipulating
the shading beneath both graphs to examine the extent
to which the emphasis and asymmetry brought by shad-
ing are responsible for drawing predictions downwards.
(Clearly, it is not possible to do this for scatterplots.) We
use three conditions: One in which the area beneath the
trend – both for lines and bars – was unfilled, one in
which it was filled with a light color, and one in which
it was filled with a dark color. Our hypotheses here are:

H3: There will again be a main effect of format, with
forecasts using bars being lower than forecasts using lines,
and this effect will increase across the time horizon.

H4: There will be an effect of shading, with more
darkly shaded areas under the trend leading to lower
forecasts than lighter or unshaded versions of the same
graphs.

4. Experiment 2a

In Experiment 2, we cut down the between-subject
variables’ levels to maximize per-participant power. This
was done by retaining just the high level of noise, in
which greater format effects were observed in Experi-
ments 1a and 1b, and three function types (Accelerating,
Medium Linear, and Decelerating) to ensure variety in
both gradient and curvature.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants
Participants were recruited using the same method as

in Experiment 1 from the same participant pool. A total

of 576 participants completed the experiment.
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Fig. 4. Mean forecasts for Experiment 2a (Top Panels) and Experiment 2b (Bottom Panels) for No Shading (Left Panels), Medium Shading (Middle
Panels), and Dark Shading (Right Panels) collapsed across noise and function.
4.1.2. Design and procedure
As in Experiment 1, Experiment 2a used a completely

etween-subjects design. Participants made eight fore-
asts for a single trend. The factorial between-participants
esign comprised the following variables: Format (Lines,
ars), beneath-the-trend shading (None, Light, Dark), and
unction Type (Accelerating, Linear, Decelerating). As be-
ore, participants saw a noisy trend of 50 observations and
hen made a forecast for the next eight observations. Fig. 3
hows the different shading conditions in each format.

.2. Results

Data from six participants who had completed one of
he other studies reported here were removed, leaving
70 participants, of whom 53% were female and 46% were
ale. The median age was 39 years old (IQR: 21 years).
fter outlier removal, data from 456 participants entered
he analysis. Mean forecasts are shown in the top row of
ig. 4; a summary of the ANOVA is given in Table 5.
As in Experiment 1, there was an interaction between

ormat and time horizon. Examining the effects of format
t each level of the time horizon showed a significant
9

format effect for every level of time horizon (Fs = 5.86
– 21.7, ps = .02 – <.001, η2

G = 013 – .047). Unsurprisingly
there was, therefore, also a main effect of format.

There was also an interaction between format and
shading. Examining each level of shading separately, we
found an apparent effect of format for no shading, F (1,
135) = 17.9, p < .001, η2

G = .08, and light shading condi-
tions, F (1, 152) = 9.91, p = .002, η2

G = .05, but no effect
in the dark shading condition, F (1, 151) = 0.02, p < .89,
η2
G < .001.
Overall, this suggests that shading has minimal ef-

fect on the overall elevation of forecasts but may have
very specific effects, most notably potentially having dark
shading reduce the difference in forecasts to Bars and
Lines.

5. Experiment 2b

Experiment 2b replicates Experiment 2a using down-

ward trends.
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Table 5
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 2a.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 2, 438 5.31 .005 .016
Format 1, 438 19.0 <.001 .029
Shading 2, 438 1.42 .24 .004
Function x Format 2, 438 0.54 .59 .002
Function x Shading 4, 438 4.26 .002 .026
Format x Shading 2, 438 4.52 .01 .014
Function x Format x Shading 4, 438 1.03 .39 .006
Time Horizon 3.6, 1565 245 <.001 .151
Function x Time Horizon 7.1, 1565 5.78 <.001 .008
Format x Time Horizon 3.6, 1565 4.91 .001 .004
Shading x Time Horizon 7.1, 1565 1.09 .37 .002
Function x Format x Time Horizon 7.1, 1565 1.78 .09 .003
Function x Shading x Time Horizon 14.3, 1565 1.89 .02 .005
Format x Shading x Time Horizon 7.1, 1565 0.40 .91 .001
Function x Format x Shading x Time Horizon 14.3, 1565 0.76 .71 .002
Table 6
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 2b.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 2, 396 1.92 .15 .007
Format 1, 396 20.9 <.001 .036
Shading 2, 396 1.68 .19 .006
Function x Format 2, 396 0.02 .98 <.001
Function x Shading 4, 396 0.40 .81 .003
Format x Shading 2, 396 1.10 .33 .004
Function x Format x Shading 4, 396 0.94 .44 .007
Time Horizon 2.7, 1079 76.9 <.001 .053
Function x Time Horizon 5.4, 1079 2.05 .06 .003
Format x Time Horizon 2.7, 1079 7.65 <.001 .005
Shading x Time Horizon 5.4, 1079 0.38 .88 .001
Function x Format x Time Horizon 5.4, 1079 0.44 .83 .001
Function x Shading x Time Horizon 10.9, 1079 0.98 .46 .003
Format x Shading x Time Horizon 5.4, 1079 0.93 .46 .001
Function x Format x Shading x Time Horizon 10.9, 1079 1.02 .42 .003
5.1. Method

5.1.1. Participants
In total, 581 submissions were made. Data from 12

articipants who had completed one of the other studies
eported here were excluded, leaving 569 participants’
ata, of whom 54% were female, 45% were male, and 1%
id not report their gender; the median age was 40 years
ld (IQR: 20 years). These data were subjected to the out-
ier removal procedure, leaving 414 in the final analysis.

.1.2. Design and procedure
The design and procedure were identical to Experi-

ent 2a.

.2. Results

Results were similar to Experiment 2a and are shown
n the bottom row of Fig. 4. As before, a mixed ANOVA
ontained the following between-participants variables:
ormat, Shading, and Function Type, along with the re-
eated measure of Time Horizon. As before, the depen-
ent measure was the absolute value of forecasts made
y participants. Results are summarised in Table 6.
As in Experiment 2a, there was an interaction between

ormat and Time Horizon. Examining the effects of format
10
at each time horizon separately, we found significant for-
mat effects at every level (Fs = 9.20 – 26.7, ps = .002 –
<.001, η2

G = .023 – .063). It is, therefore, unsurprising that
overall there was also a main effect of format.

However, there was no main effect of shading nor
interaction between Shading and Time Horizon.

5.3. Discussion

The results of this experiment are clear: We repli-
cated the main findings of Experiment 1, that forecasts
were lower using bars than using lines, and that for both
upward and downward trends, forecasts diverged with
increasing time horizon. This supports both parts of hy-
pothesis H3. However, we found no main effect of shad-
ing, allowing us to reject H4, although we found some
interactions involving shading.

This implies that bars are not forecast lower than lines
because the area below bars tends to be shaded, whereas
the area below lines does not. Although we found the
same consistent lower forecasting with bars as in the
previous experiment, this was unaffected by whether the
bars were shaded or whether the area below the lines was
shaded. Therefore, we can largely rule out the asymmetry
in coloring below and above the time series as the cause
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Fig. 5. Examples of stimuli used in Experiments 3 and 4: Stepped lines (Left Panel), rising bars (Middle Panel), and hanging bars (Right Panel).
of lower forecasts for bars. This is somewhat different
from the findings of Correll and Heer (2017), who found
that shading the area beneath a line graph led to lower
estimates of the best fit line through the data. Of course,
the two studies differed in several ways – Correll and Heer
were not using a forecasting task – but it suggests that
there may be circumstances in which shading does affect
judgment. We certainly would not rule out the potential
effects of shading on forecasting; however, it is clear that
it is not shading that underlies the difference between
bars and lines in the types of forecast participants made
in our experiments.

Having established that shading does not drive differ-
nces we observed in forecasting to line and bar graphs;
e turn to other differences between the two formats.
f course, even in unshaded bar graphs, there is still an
symmetry – the region under the bar has the rising lines
hat form the bar’s perimeter, whereas the region above
he bar contains nothing. If this drives the difference
etween bar and line graphs forecasts, it would fit more
losely with the gestalt notion of enclosure (Wertheimer,
923). On the other hand, it may be that differences in
he information presented in a line graph lead to dif-
erent forecasts – line graphs represent the distribution
f gradients between two points. In contrast, bar graphs
mphasize the difference in absolute values between two
oints.
In this next experiment, we attempted to create a

ine graph that was as similar as possible to bar graphs
ut without the asymmetry of the bars. To do this, we
sed a stepped line chart. This is identical to the type
f bar chart we have used before, except that it does
ot have vertical lines to make the bars (see Fig. 5, Left
anel). Using this approach, we could also use the same
rocedure for drawing the bar and line charts, leaving out
he long vertical bar lines in the stepped line condition
ut otherwise drawing the time series in the same way.
his means that the same information is presented for
oth bars and stepped lines, except for the attentional and
onceptual asymmetry of having vertical lines giving the
mpression of bars. For both bars and stepped lines, we
emoved the vertical reference lines present in previous
xperiments (compare Figs. 1 & 3 with Fig. 5). This was to
void creating implicit bars in the stepped line condition,
ndermining differences between the conditions, which
ere only differ in the presence or absence of vertical
ines. We hypothesize:

H5: Forecasts using stepped lines will be higher than
hose using bars, and they will diverge with increasing

ime horizon

11
6. Experiment 3a

The design of Experiments 3a and 3b was very similar
to that of Experiments 1a and 1b, except that there were
two format conditions: Bars and Stepped Lines. We used
two levels of noise as before and the same three func-
tions as in Experiment 2. In Experiment 3a all the trends
were upward, and in Experiment 3b, all the trends were
downward.

6.1. Method

6.1.1. Participants
Participants were recruited using the same method as

in Experiment 1, from the same participant pool. A total
of 841 participants completed the experiment.

6.1.2. Design and procedure
As in Experiment 1a, Experiment 3a used a fully

between-participants design for the stimulus types: it
comprised the following variables: Format (Stepped Lines,
Bars), Noise (Low, High), and Function Type (Accelerating,
Linear, Decelerating). As before, participants saw a noisy
trend of 50 observations and then made a forecast for the
next eight observations.

6.2. Results

Data from 85 participants who had completed one
of the other studies reported here were removed, leav-
ing 758 participants; 54% were female, 45% were male,
and 1% did not give their gender. The median age was
42.5 years old (IQR: 25 years). After removing outliers,
567 participants remained in the analysis. As before, we
subjected the data to mixed ANOVA, which this time
had the three between-participants variables of Function,
Noise, and Format, and one within-participant variable
(Time Horizon). A summary of the analysis can be seen
in Table 7, and the general pattern of format effects can
be seen in Fig. 6, top left panel.

As in earlier studies, there was an interaction between
Format and Time Horizon. Examining the effects of for-
mat at each level of time horizon separately, we found
significant format effects at every level (Fs = 14.9 – 44.6,
ps <.001, η2

G = .026 – .074). It is, therefore, unsurprising
that overall there was also a main effect of format. There
were also various effects and interactions involving Func-
tion and Noise, suggesting that forecasts are affected by

conjunctions of function type and noise in complex ways.
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Fig. 6. Mean forecasts for Experiment 3a (Top Left) and 3b (Top Right), comparing bars and stepped lines, and Experiment 4a (Bottom Left) and 4b
Bottom Right), comparing hanging bars and stepped lines.
Table 7
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 3a.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 2, 555 46.4 <.001 .105
Format 1, 555 47.6 <.001 .057
Noise 1, 555 30.6 <.001 .037
Function x Format 2, 555 0.04 .96 0
Function x Noise 2, 555 18.9 <.001 .046
Format x Noise 1, 555 3.80 .052 .005
Function x Format x Noise 2, 555 1.84 .16 .005
Time Horizon 3.4, 1870 338 <.001 .154
Function x Time Horizon 6.7, 1870 33.9 <.001 .035
Format x Time Horizon 3.4, 1870 12.8 <.001 .007
Noise x Time Horizon 3.4, 1870 4.95 .001 .003
Function x Format x Time Horizon 6.7, 1870 1.47 .18 .002
Function x Noise x Time Horizon 6.7, 1870 6.26 <.001 .007
Format x Noise x Time Horizon 3.4, 1870 0.25 .88 <.001
Function x Format x Noise x Time Horizon 6.7, 1870 0.66 .70 .001
12
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Table 8
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 3b.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 2, 597 61.6 <.001 .129
Format 1, 597 8.58 .004 .010
Noise 1, 597 2.47 .12 .003
Function x Format 2, 597 1.15 .32 .003
Function x Noise 2, 597 3.79 .02 .009
Format x Noise 1, 597 4.77 .03 .006
Function x Format x Noise 2, 597 0.53 .59 .001
Time Horizon 2.3, 1347 471 <.001 .182
Function x Time Horizon 4.5, 1347 38.6 <.001 .035
Format x Time Horizon 2.3, 1347 0.45 .66 <.001
Noise x Time Horizon 2.3, 1347 3.29 .03 .002
Function x Format x Time Horizon 4.5, 1347 0.85 .50 .001
Function x Noise x Time Horizon 4.5, 1347 1.97 .09 .002
Format x Noise x Time Horizon 2.3, 1347 1.03 .36 <.001
Function x Format x Noise x Time Horizon 4.5, 1347 1.10 .36 .001
7. Experiment 3b

7.1. Method

7.1.1. Participants
Participants were recruited using the same method as

n Experiment 3a from the same participant pool. A total
f 892 participants completed the experiment.

.1.2. Design and procedure
Experiment 3b used the same design and procedure

s Experiment 3a, except with downward rather than
pward trends.

.2. Results

Data from 88 participants who had completed one of
he other studies reported here were removed, leaving
91 participants, of whom 54% were female, 45% were
ale, and 1% did not report their gender. The median age
as 44 years old (IQR: 24 years). After removing outliers,
ata from 609 participants entered the analysis (see Fig. 6,
op right panel for an overview). The main results were
rossly similar to those for Experiment 3a (Table 8).
As in Experiment 3a, there was a main effect of for-

at, but this time no interaction, suggesting here for-
at effects were similar across the eight forecasts. There
as also an interaction between format and noise. When
xamining the effects of format at each level of noise
eparately, there was no evidence of a format effect with
ow noise, F (1, 284) = 0.42, p = .52, η2

G = .001, but a clear
ormat effect with high noise, F (1, 313) = 10.4, p = .001,
η2
G = .023.

7.3. Discussion

In experiments using upward (Experiment 3a) and
downward (Experiment 3b) trends, participants made
lower forecasts using bar graphs than using stepped lines,
which resembled bar graphs in all respects except for the
vertical lines forming the bars. This suggests that differ-
ences between lines and bars do not simply arise from
differences in presented gradients seen in line graphs,

supporting H5.

13
This leaves two potential accounts. One is that the
vertical lines in bar charts draw attention to the area
beneath the bar at the expense of attention to the area
above the bar. An alternative prediction is that lower
forecasts for bars are due to an absolute effect related
not to bar height but to physical position on the graph.
(One potential speculative account is that bars are seen
as inherently more physical than lines and perhaps more
subject to physical laws such as ‘what goes up must come
down.’ Or bars have a mass that implicitly drags them
down, suggesting that bars should tend to sink towards
the bottom of the graph over time.)

In these final experiments, we attempt to distinguish
between these two account classes by comparing the
same time series as in Experiment 3, but with bars de-
scending from above rather than rising from below (see
Fig. 5). We hypothesize:

H6: Participants will shorten bars. In other words, fore-
casts using bars will, relative to stepped lines, be lower for
trends above the x-axis and higher for trends that hang
below the x-axis

8. Experiment 4a

The design of Experiment 4 was very similar to that of
Experiment 3, the major difference being that, in the bar
graph conditions, the bars hung down from the top rather
than rising from the bottom. For both bars and stepped
lines, the x-axis was presented at the top of the screen,
and the line or bars were presented below. In Experiment
4a, all trends were upward. In Experiment 4b, all trends
were downward.

8.1. Method

8.1.1. Participants
Participants were recruited using the same method as

in Experiment 1, from the same participant pool. A total
of 841 participants completed the experiment.

8.1.2. Design and procedure
As in Experiment 1a, Experiment 4a used a fully bet-

ween-participants factorial design comprising the follow-

ing variables: Format (Stepped Lines, Bars), Noise (Low,
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Table 9
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 4a.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 2, 575 56.5 <.001 .125
Format 1, 575 4.07 .04 .005
Noise 1, 575 1.08 .30 .001
Function x Format 2, 575 3.00 .051 .007
Function x Noise 2, 575 9.35 <.001 .023
Format x Noise 1, 575 3.99 .046 .005
Function x Format x Noise 2, 575 2.61 .07 .007
Time Horizon 2.8, 1636 564 <.001 .212
Function x Time Horizon 5.7, 1636 42.2 <.001 .039
Format x Time Horizon 2.8, 1636 0.88 .45 <.001
Noise x Time Horizon 2.8, 1636 1.99 .12 .001
Function x Format x Time Horizon 5.7, 1636 2.25 .04 .002
Function x Noise x Time Horizon 5.7, 1636 5.38 <.001 .005
Format x Noise x Time Horizon 2.8, 1636 6.09 .001 .003
Function x Format x Noise x Time Horizon 5.7, 1636 3.56 .002 .003
High), and Function Type (Accelerating, Linear, Deceler-
ating). As before, participants saw a noisy trend of 50
observations and then made a forecast for the next eight
observations.

8.2. Results

Data from 74 participants who had completed one of
he other studies reported here were removed, leaving
67 participants, of whom 51% were female, 48% were
ale, and 1% did not report their gender. The median age
as 42 years old (IQR: 25 years). After the removal of out-

iers, 587 participants entered the analysis. The analysis is
ummarised in Table 9, and overall effects can be seen in
ig. 6, bottom left panel.
There is a complex pattern of interactions involving

unction, which will not be discussed in detail here but
uggests that the effects of format are potentially con-
ingent on the properties of the Function being forecast.
owever, there was a three-way interaction between For-
at, Noise, and Time Horizon, which we explored further.
ere, the effect of format was only significant in the Low
oise condition, F (1, 277) = 11.64, p <.001 = .031, where

there was a significant effect of format at all levels of
Time Horizon (Fs = 7.7 – 12.0, ps = .006 – <.001, η2

G =

.027 – .039). There was no significance in the High Noise
condition, F (1, 298) = 0.00, p = .99, in which an effect of
format was only seen at the first level of Time Horizon,
F (1, 298) = 7.67, p = .006, η2

G = .025, but no other levels
(Fs = 0.01 – 1.31, ps = .94 - .25, η2

G = <.001 – .004).
Crucially, where effects of the format were seen, they
were in the opposite direction to that of Experiment 3,
with forecasts from hanging bars higher than those from
stepped lines.

9. Experiment 4b

9.1. Method

9.1.1. Participants
Participants were recruited using the same method as

in Experiment 4a from the same participant pool. A total

of 843 participants completed the experiment.

14
9.1.2. Design and procedure
Experiment 4b used the same design and procedure

as Experiment 4a, except with downward rather than
upward trends.

9.2. Results

Data from 86 participants who had completed one of
the other studies reported here were removed, leaving
757 participants, of whom 52% were female and 47% were
male. The median age was 44 years old (IQR: 24 years).
After removing outliers, data from 572 participants re-
mained in the analysis. Results are summarised in Ta-
ble 10.

Here, unlike Experiment 4a there was no Format x
Time Horizon interaction, nor a main effect of Format,
suggesting that, more than in earlier studies, the for-
mat was not, on average, having a substantial effect on
forecasts, as seen in Fig. 6, bottom right panel.

9.3. Discussion

Experiments 4a and 4b help to isolate the locus of the
effect by which forecasts are lower from bar graphs than
from (stepped or standard) line graphs. Specifically, when
participants made forecasts from the same time series as
in Experiment 3, but this time with bars hanging down
from the top of the graph rather than rising from the
bottom, forecasts using bars were no longer lower than
those using stepped lines. There was a small but signif-
icant reversal for ascending trends in that participants
made higher forecasts to hanging bars than stepped lines
in the low noise condition. There was a similar quali-
tative reversal for descending trends, but the difference
between forecasts to lines and bars was non-significant.
This provides substantial but not unequivocal support for
H6.

The findings suggest that the lower forecasts made
with bars in earlier experiments are due to participants
shortening the height of the bars rather than having the
anticipation of lower values in absolute terms. This sug-
gests that accounts based on the asymmetry above and
below bars are more compelling than those in which the

overall elevation of forecasts is affected by format. There
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Table 10
Summary of Effects and interactions in Experiment 4b.
Variable Degrees of freedom F ratio p η2

G

Function 2, 560 21.7 <.001 .055
Format 1, 560 1.78 .183 .002
Noise 1, 560 35.0 <.001 .045
Function x Format 2, 560 2.90 .056 .008
Function x Noise 2, 560 8.70 <.001 .023
Format x Noise 1, 560 0.11 .742 <.001
Function x Format x Noise 2, 560 0.41 .667 .001
Time Horizon 2.4, 1344 222 <.001 .092
Function x Time Horizon 4.8, 1344 23.6 <.001 .021
Format x Time Horizon 2.4, 1344 0.54 .615 <.001
Noise x Time Horizon 2.4, 1344 8.00 <.001 .004
Function x Format x Time Horizon 4.8, 1344 5.44 <.001 .005
Function x Noise x Time Horizon 4.8, 1344 4.28 .001 .004
Format x Noise x Time Horizon 2.4, 1344 1.37 .255 .001
Function x Format x Noise x Time Horizon 4.8, 1344 1.08 .369 .001
are various mechanisms by which this could occur: At a
perceptual level, it could be that forecasters’attention is
drawn towards the vertical lines included in bar graphs
or the implied area within them, and they make forecasts
closer to their focus of attention. Alternatively, a more
cognitive account might suggest that participants inter-
pret a point inside a bar as more representative or more
likely to occur than a similar one outside the bar (see
Newman & Scholl, 2012).

The main caveat to these findings is that the com-
lex pattern of three- and four-way interactions among
ndependent variables may indicate that some of these
ffects, although seen overall, may vary in magnitude and
irection across different trend types, noise levels, and so
n. Alternatively, it may be that, for Experiments 3 and
, where we had an unusually high number of extreme
orecasts, the process of cell-by-cell outlier removal led
o an asymmetry in the removal of spurious responses,
hich gave some of the more complex effects. If outliers
re not removed, the data are much noisier; however,
ost format effects remain, whereas most higher-level

nteractions disappear (Supplementary Material, S1).

0. General discussion

Four experiments with over 4000 participants showed
hat forecasts from trended time series are influenced
ystematically by the format in which the time series are
resented and extrapolated. The clearest finding repli-
ated across Experiments 1, 2, and 3 was that, for the
onventional presentation of the same time series data in
ar and line charts, forecasts with bars were lower than
hose with lines (and in Experiment 1, lower than those
ith points). In most cases, these differences increased
s the distance into the future for which the forecast
as made increased. This finding was not moderated
y the salience of the bars’ shading (Experiment 2) or
y the fact that bar charts do not contain the gradient
nformation that line charts do (Experiment 3). Exper-
ment 4, although not completely conclusive, indicated
hat participants’ lower forecasts to bars are interpretable
s a preference for choosing points closer to the x-axis

or within the bar rather than for choosing points lower

on the y-axis in absolute terms. As well as finding the
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effects of format on general elevation, we also found that
participants added more noise to their forecasts with bars
than points (Experiment 1).

In addition to these novel findings, we also repli-
cated several previously reported findings. Specifically,
we found that participants added noise to their forecasts
across all formats and that this noise was higher when
the time series itself was noisier (Harvey, 1995). In effect,
participants, to some degree, matched the amount of
noise in their forecasts to the amount of noise in the time
series they experienced. We also saw substantial evidence
of trend damping (Fig. 2): For the majority of trends,
both upward and downward, participants’ forecasts were
drawn towards the horizontal (Harvey & Reimers, 2013).

10.1. Format biases with bars

The finding that participants made lower forecasts
with bars than with lines and points is perhaps simultane-
ously surprising and predictable, given recent research. It
is surprising since it is non-normative and has substantial
implications for unaided judgmental forecasting and, con-
ceivably, situations in which humans judgmentally adjust
algorithmic forecasts. In considering real-life forecasting,
whether at an individual or organizational level, much of
the relevant psychological research has focused on how
time series data can lead to suboptimal extrapolation.
The exact way time series data have been presented in
judgmental forecasting tasks has received relatively little
attention (though, for an exception, see Theocharis et al.,
2019). It seems clear from these findings that judgmental
forecasts can – at least in some circumstances – also be
affected by choice of graphical format in which data are
presented to forecasters.

This aligns with research on graph comprehension and,
more recently, on the within the bar phenomenon (New-
man & Scholl, 2012; Okan, Garcia-Retamero, Cokely, &
Maldonado, 2018) which shows that format affects how
graphical data are cognitively represented. It is therefore
not at all surprising that format also affects the way that

people extrapolate from time series.
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0.2. Adding noise to forecasts

Across all experiments, we found that, although nor-
ative forecasts to the time series would be linear or
ear-linear extrapolations of the time series at the gra-
ient around the final observation, participants added
oise to their forecasts and that this noise was larger
hen the time series were noisier. This is not surpris-

ng: When evaluating stochastically generated outcomes,
eople rate the probability of occurrence as a function
f the perceived randomness or unpredictability of the
rend (Kahneman & Tversky, 1972; Reimers, Donkin, &
e Pelley, 2018). This suggests the use of a representative-
ess heuristic: Participants appear to produce forecasts
hat have properties that are representative of the time
eries they are evaluating, in particular noisiness, even
hough for forecasting, this leads to less accurate perfor-
ance. One way of countering this propensity, beyond
sing scatterplots rather than bar charts, might be to alter
he instructions to encourage participants to aggregate
oise away: ‘‘Imagine this plays out a hundred times.
ach time it will be slightly different. You need to in-
icate where you think the middle of all those hundred
utcomes would be for each of the time points’’.
The explanation for participants’ adding more noise

hen data were displayed as bars rather than points must
e more speculative, but two potential accounts stand
ut. The first is the salience of the noise, which to us
eems stronger in the bars condition than the points con-
ition (see Fig. 1). The second is pragmatics: Scatterplots
re frequently presented to allow people to add their
wn mental or physical best-fit lines to make predic-
ions. Indeed, in the UK education system, children take
aths exams in which they have to linearly interpolate
r extrapolate data presented as scatterplots. As such, the
resentation of data as points may have cued participants
o look more at the underlying trend.

0.3. Implications

There are significant potential implications for fore-
asting practitioners and financial regulators. If format
hanges can systematically manipulate an individual’s
orecasting of a time series, then the graph designer
arries some responsibility for the graph’s interpretation.
One positive implication of this is that there is po-

ential for using format effects to overcome other biases
een in forecasting. In situations where biases lead to
udgmental forecasts being too high, for example, as the
esult of an optimism bias or the damping of a downward
rend, using bars rather than lines may help correct these
iases.
Conversely, there are more negative implications: peo-

le who want others to interpret a graph in a particular
ay can improve the chances of that kind of interpreta-
ion by their choice of format. For example, people’s ex-
ectations about the future performance of a fund might
e somewhat more positive if the fund manager presents
he historical performance as a line graph rather than
bar graph. A government report might make people
16
happier with crime statistics trends if presented as bar
graphs rather than line graphs.

Although the main effects of the format were robust
across multiple levels of noise and function type, the
higher-level interactions found in some of the studies
suggest that the precise magnitude (and sometimes direc-
tion) of different format effects may differ across different
contexts. Further research on the factors affecting format
effects – including the precise way each graph format
is presented – would be merited before any firm con-
clusions are drawn. However, these findings demonstrate
that format has a clear effect both on the absolute val-
ues of forecasts and on the noise added to forecasts,
and so should be considered in the design of judgmental
forecasting processes and systems.

10.4. Limitations

Although the studies reported here had some unique
strengths – a large number of participants, a degree of
incentivization, and fully between-participants designs –
some limitations should be taken into account when con-
sidering the generalizability of the results. First, the time
series were artificial and trended. This allowed us to con-
trol the extraneous factors that could have affected fore-
casting. Still, with more ecological time series, other fac-
tors could overshadow or moderate the effects observed
here. From the higher-order interactions found in some of
the studies, the magnitude of format, shading, and noise
effects on forecasts may vary by the underlying function
being forecast. Similar variability may be seen with more
ecological trends and forecasts concerning other outcome
types; clearly, identifying more systematically the factors
that modulate format and other effects would be worthy
of further research.

Relatedly, the effect sizes for effects involving format
were in the small-to-medium range, so there is a question
of the real-world relevance of these findings. Effect sizes
are driven not only by the differences in means between
distributions but also by differences in the variances of
the distributions. We suspect that our one-shot online
methodology may have led to larger response variability
(thereby reducing effect sizes) than a more traditional
study in which participants complete many forecasting
trials. It would be fruitful to compare the effects of for-
mat with other factors that might influence judgmental
forecasting, including the underlying trend. However, we
note that in the studies reported here, the effect of format
was sometimes larger than that of the underlying trend,
even though the trends differed relatively substantially.

Second, although we used several different presenta-
tion formats, each format was implemented in a single
way. It is uncertain how these effects would generalize to
other methods of presenting bars, lines, and points. It is
perhaps most noticeable for the Bars condition, in which,
to maximize presentational consistency with the line and
point conditions, bars were tightly packed with no gaps
between them. Although this kind of bar chart does oc-
cur in real situations, it is more common to see wider
bars with gaps between them. Whether this modulates
the ‘lower forecasts to bars’ effect is an open empirical

question.
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There may also be an effect of expertise. These for-
mat effects were found in naïve forecasters in a domain
for which they had no information or experience be-
yond the time series. More experienced forecasters might
show a different pattern of format effects (cf. Cardinaels,
2008). Similarly, format-specific expertise is likely to have
an impact – people used to interpreting bar charts are
likely to show different format effects from those used to
interpreting scatterplots.

In our task, participants made their forecasts by click-
ing a point on the graph displayed on their screen. Would
we have obtained different results if we had asked them
to type their forecasts into a box below the screen?
Responses are generally more accurate (and faster) when
stimulus–response compatibility is high (Proctor & Reeve,
1989). To ensure high stimulus–response compatibility in
our studies, we – like most previous researchers on judg-
mental forecasting – required forecasts to be added to the
graph used to present the data series. If we had presented
the data series as a table of numbers, high stimulus–
response compatibility would have been achieved by
asking forecasters to type in numbers to add to the fig-
ures in the table. If we had asked people to type in
numbers to make forecasts from graphically presented
data, stimulus–response compatibility would have been
low. From previous research (Proctor & Reeve, 1989), we
would have expected this to reduce response accuracy
by adding noise to forecasts without affecting the ob-
served biases. In other words, format effects would have
persisted but would have been overlaid by more data
noise.

It is possible to argue that line and point graphs are
more compatible with continuous variables, whereas bar
graphs are more compatible with discrete variables. This
would lead us to expect that forecasting biases are less
with bar graphs than with line or point graphs when plots
represent discrete rather than continuous variables. How-
ever, in our experiments, people forecast the ‘Number of
Sales,’ a discrete variable. As we found that biases were
greater with bar graphs, our findings are inconsistent with
data type/format type compatibility effects.

10.5. Future research

In our task, forecasters made a set of eight forecasts
from a single series for periods 1–8 ahead. Would format
effects have been different if a series of one-period ahead
forecasts had been made in which the series was updated
after each of those forecasts, thereby providing immediate
outcome feedback? Two points should be made here.
First, in most domains (e.g., demand forecasting), practi-
tioners do not receive feedback. This is because forecasts
are either not retained or because, if they are, they are
not compared with outcomes. Second, as Niu and Harvey’s
(2022) review demonstrated, no previous work, until the
studies they report, had compared the effects of providing
simple outcome feedback with the effects of not providing
that feedback. Their studies showed no effect of providing
outcome feedback on overall error measures. However,
this was because, though outcome feedback almost halved
constant error (bias), it increased variable error (noise) by
17
a corresponding amount. Thus, we expect that outcome
feedback would reduce but not eliminate the format ef-
fects that we have reported because of its effect on the
bias. However, further research is needed to confirm this.

Our experiments’ data points were independently dis-
tributed around a mean or trend line. Would the effects
on format have been different if these points had been
serially dependent? Reimers and Harvey (2011) showed
that the positioning of people’s forecasts is consistent
with their overestimating the first order autocorrelation
in data series when it is low (e.g., 0.00) but underesti-
mating the autocorrelation when it is high (e.g., 0.80).
More recently, Theocharis et al. (2019) demonstrated that
this effect of serial dependence was present in both line
and point graphs, but it was greater with line graphs.
They argued that the connecting lines between points
in line graphs emphasized the potential interdependence
between successive points. If we had manipulated serial
dependence in our experiments, we would have expected
to replicate their finding that its effects are greater in
line than in point graphs. Theocharis et al. (2019) did
not include bar graphs in their experiments. However, if
their account is correct, we expect the effects of series
autocorrelation to be less in bar graphs than in line graphs
because there are no explicit links between successive
bars. Further research is needed to confirm this.

10.6. Conclusion

In summary, the extent to which format effects are
likely to impact people’s real choices will depend not only
on the factors we have examined but also on several as-
yet-unexplored variables. This includes different ways of
presenting line and bar charts, different factors relating to
presentation and response mode, and possible effects of
more contextualized realistic types of time series. Never-
theless, the reported findings provide early evidence that
formats are not interchangeable in all situations and that
attention to the choice of format for conveying time series
information is important.
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